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As powerful and riveting as a John Le Carre thriller, 
The Man Nobody Knew uncovers the hidden life of 
legendary CIA spymaster William Colby. The con-
summate American soldier-spy, Colby took on the 
government’s dirtiest assignments without question 
– until the day he defied presidential orders and re-
vealed to Congress the CIA’s “family jewels” – their 
darkest, deepest secrets.

Told by his son Carl Colby and featuring a who’s 
who of the intelligence community as well as top 
journalists and writers, Colby’s story unmasks the 
lies, myths, truths, sacrifices and causalities of a spy.

BLU-RAY
SRP: $29.95

Canada: $34.95
Catalog #: FRF 915052BD
104 minutes, color, 2011

DVD
SRP: $29.95

Canada: $29.95
Catalog #: FRF 914901D
104 minutes, color, 2011

Bonus Materials:
• Carl Colby Interviewed by James Reston, Jr. 
• ExtRa SCEnES: Life of a Spy / the Mission

the threat / the Sacrifice / the Future
Keeping Secrets in an Open Society

• Photo Gallery • Colby & CIa timeline

“Carl Colby’s SMaRt, FaCt-PaCKEd FILM operates
on many levels, all riveting. a rich, cohesive and

balanced account of his father’s legacy.”
- andy Webster, thE nEW YORK tIMES

“POWERFuL. ShattERInG. an absorbing,
sometimes appalling course in how u.S. foreign policy 

evolved and functioned following World War II, how 
CIa techniques failed in Vietnam, and how american

power in Southeast asia finally foundered.”
- Joe Morgenstern, thE WaLL StREEt JOuRnaL

“HHHH VItaL. Sheds light on a legacy of american
skullduggery and high-level shenanigans. Its access

and acknowledgment of our dark past make
for one intimate indictment.”

- david Fear, tIME Out nY

“With a respectful yet keen eye toward the moral
pitfalls of patriotic duplicity, this remarkable feat of

personalized biography, enhanced by a rich collection
of archival clips, is both EVOCatIVE and haRROWInG.”

- Robert abele, LOS anGELES tIMES

“RIVEtInG. a decidedly different - and refreshing - take on 
spycraft. Even though it’s a documentary, it plays like some 
of the best spy films. the questions posed are vital: What’s 
the place of secrecy in an open society? do the ends justify 

the means? the answers matter today especially.”
- John Meroney & Sean Coons, thE atLantICTheaTrical release - Over 50 ciTies


